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About Josh Cantwell
Josh is the top residential real estate investor in his community
and has been a full-time investor since 2003. He has bought
and sold over 685+ properties since 2003. Josh is laserfocused on the distressed property niche including his 6
revenue pillars. Those 6 revenue pillars are Bank Foreclosures
(REOs), Short Sales, Lease Options, Buyers, Magnetic Marketing for
sellers, buyers and private lenders and most of all, Raising Private Capital.
Josh is also the CEO of the Freeland Companies, which serves both borrows and
investors making real estate investment loans to real estate investors and Strategic
Real Estate Coach students across the United States. The Freeland Companies also
serves investors by offering a fixed 13% rate of return.
While his home base is Northeast Ohio, Josh regularly partners up with other
investors and even students to close deals in 25 other states. So no matter where
you live, Josh is the man to show you how to find, structure, negotiate and close real
estate deals for big profit.
No matter which area of real estate you intend on focusing on, there’s no doubt that
Josh can teach you a thing or two… or fifty.
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About SREC
Since 2006, Strategic Real Estate Coach (SREC)
provides the most advanced training in the real
estate investing profession, both challenging and
empowering students to build the type of business
they’ve always wanted and support their dream
lifestyle.

About the Freeland Companies
The Freeland Companies offers a full-service real estate funding platform that
allows Strategic Real Estate Coach certified acquisitions partners funding for all
types of deals including wholesale transactional funding, rehab funding for big
profits, rental funding through our affiliate network and even small commercial
funding. The Freeland Companies offers a very unique deal or no deal coaching
which includes our Deal Genie program, where as a certified acquisitions partner,
the Freeland Companies will review your real estate investment opportunities even
before you write a contract on the property and tell you if it’s worth investing in or
not.

To learn how to get your deals funded using NONE of your
own cash or credit, register for my free master class here.
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Suspects, Prospects, Due Diligence,
Offers, Accepted Offers and
Closing
Before I dive into the 55 Simple Ways to Find
Real Estate Investments, I want you to begin to
think of your business like a funnel. You have to
look at a lot of potential deals for the good ones to
shake out the bottom. You need to put a lot of suspect
properties into the top of the funnel, which turn into
prospects that appear to be good deals. After you have a
prospective property, you have to do your due diligence to
visit it and run the Automated Offer Formula to find out what
the after repair value is, how much repairs will cost and what
our maximum offer price will be.
I use this formula on every potential prospect to get
my max offer price.
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Once we do our due diligence by checking out the properties and using the
Automated Offer Formula, we can start making offers. We can’t fall in love
with just one particular property. We have to make 10-15 offers on different
properties just to get one. Once an offer is accepted, you have about two to four
weeks to get your funding together and close the deal. Once the deal is closed,
you’re on your way.
We make money in real estate when we buy. It’s nice to have appreciation in
properties and it’s nice to have the market have properties appreciate in value.
Some areas of the country are appreciating, some areas are depreciating and
some are stable and flat.
The best way to approach real estate is see it as we’re making money when we
buy it, and we realize the profits when we sell or keep the property and rent it
out.
This book is meant to be a resource guide, not an all-inclusive course on how to
find deals. If you want to learn a more all-encompassing way to do real estate
from A-Z and how to receive funding, register for our free class here.
There are four specific methods I will cover in this guide – both paid and unpaid,
as well as both online and offline. Let’s take a look at them now…

To learn how to get your deals
funded using NONE of your
own cash or credit, register for my
free master class here.
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Free, Online Resources
1) Home Path
HomePath.com is a site where you can search thousands of
foreclosed Fannie Mae homes instantly. You just log on, create
an account and search by city, county or price. These homes
are also listed on the MLS (Multiple Listing Service) with a
realtor.

2) Home Steps
HomeSteps.com is similar to HomePath, except you can
search through foreclosed Freddie Mac homes instead of
Fannie Mae. This site helps savvy investors learn about and
buy desirable properties. You create an account and search by
city, county or price.

3) Hud Home Store
Hudhomestore.com lists properties that were FHA (Federal
Housing Administration) loans gone bad. You can create
an account to view and make online bids without a written
contract. Once your bid is approved, you and your realtor
must use the HUD contract and you’ll have 48 hours to sign
and return. Earnest money (the deposit on the house) is 1% of the sales price,
minimum of $500 and maximum of $2,000. You MUST have a realtor with a
NAID number (issued by broker of record) to submit your bid.
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4) Auction.com
Auction.com lists mostly investment and foreclosed properties,
they have sold over $30 billion in real estate via online auctions.
You can create an account, search by city, county or price and
bid on properties up to your max offer price. Some of these
properties are also listed on the MLS.

5) Auction.com Live Auctions
These take place at the local courthouse, title company or a public site. You will
need to put 10% down while you are there and the remaining 90% the next
day. If you do not end up closing on the property after 30 days, the 10% is not
refundable.
Some of the homes you can inspect and some you cannot, usually about 50% of
the time they will allow you to see inside the property. Keep in mind there is a
5% buyer’s premium and a reserve bid that needs to be met. The reserve may be
waived on short sales.

6) Hilco Real Estate
Hilco administers auctions on residential, commercial, tax deed
sales or on areas of redevelopment. A student of mine named
Michael Johnson works in New Orleans and he does a lot of
Hilco auctions since they are redeveloping the area after the
hurricanes.
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7) Hubzu
On Hubzu.com, you can search by location, MLS number or
Property ID. There is a live auction or you can just make an
offer and wait for a response from the seller. If you won the
property, you will receive an e-mail congratulating you on your
winning bid then sign the P&S agreement.
Once you send in your earnest money, the deal is closed and the property
is yours! One thing to note, you cannot sneak in a last-minute bid, if you bid
within the last 15 minutes, the time will increase an additional 15 minutes.

8) Zillow
Zillow.com gets all their inventory from the MLS. You can
shop for customized quotes and get pre-approved, along
with the ability to browse millions of photos and see property
description, square footage, history, etc.

9) Trulia
Trulia.com was recently purchased by Zillow, and is an all-inone real estate site that gives you the scoop about homes for
sale, neighborhood insights and real estate markets and trends.
They have a great app you can download for free and they
have a “Hot Properties” section that I always like to check out.
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10) Realtor.com
Realtor.com, like Zillow and Trulia, get their listings from
public record and from the MLS. You can search and filter your
preferred criteria.

11) FSBO.com
FSBO.com is an additional way you can search for homes by
city, state, zip code or listing ID #.

12) ForSaleByOwner.com
ForSaleByOwner.com is another way you can search for
properties by city, state, zip code or listing ID #.

13) MLS.com
MLS.com is where real estate agents can manually pull lists of
properties for you on a daily basis, multiple times a day. Then
are able to manually e-mail you properties that fit your criteria.

14) MLS Drip
Agents can also put you on a Drip where you will receive an automatic e-mail
every time a property that meets your criteria has been listed, if there is a price
reduction, if a property is back on the market, etc.

15) Internet Data Exchange (IDX)
IDX is a contract agreement between the MLS and a local real estate agent
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who has a website. The agent signs a contract allowing the MLS to feed all
properties into their website. The site updates about every 15 minutes. Open
Google and search “Homes for sale in (insert city here)”, usually those sites
are associated with a realty company and get their feed from the MLS IDX
database.

16) Social Media
Writing posts on your social media channels about what
you do/what you are looking for in real estate can be very
effective. Your friends on your social networks will seek you
out when they have questions or leads that can turn into great
deals.

17) Youtube
Create your own dedicated channel and record a video on
your flip camera or iPhone speaking about yourself and your
business in real estate. Put “(Insert City) Homes for Sale” in the
title and video description. Remember, YouTube is the second
largest search engine next to Google, so you may be able to
generate some good leads. Promote your channel via your
other social media networks.

18) Craigslist
You can use Craigslist two ways – you can look through the
Real Estate for Sale section to find leads or look under Apts/
Housing and possibly contact landlords to see if they are
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willing to sell any properties. You can also post ads under those categories
saying that you are looking to buy houses.

19) Tax Liens & Tax Deeds
Properties that have no mortgage, but the property tax payments are
delinquent. Each state is different, this is done at the county level. Each county
has tax liens or deeds that you can buy for just the value of the delinquent
taxes.
When we find a tax delinquent property, we use TLO.com (a skip tracing
service) to find the owner. They are a potentially motivated seller with a lot of
equity, so we try to call them or send a handwritten letter to let them know
we’re interested in buying their property.

20) Hedge Funds
Google and search “Homes for Sale in (insert city here)” or “Real Estate
Investing in (insert city here”. Many hedge funds or wholesalers that came
into certain markets and started buying properties are now liquidating some
of those properties. If you talk to other real estate investors or agents in your
areas, you can find out if there any hedge funds or private equity funds in your
market. They do a lot of work in Tampa, Arizona, Vegas, Seattle, Charlotte and
New York – usually in the larger, hotter markets.

21) Wholesalers with Tapes
Wholesalers who buy properties in “tapes”, which is around 20-40 properties
at a time. They usually only want to keep a few for themselves and they will
wholesale off the rest. One of my Maverick Mastermind students, DK Kim
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works with a wholesaler in the Orlando market who buys a tape of 2040 properties and DK will purchase a property one at a time from that
wholesaler.

Free, Offline Resources

22) Buyers Agents
Buyers Agents can effectively find you properties that fit your criteria
and it is as no cost for you because they are paid on commission by the
seller. I personally have three buyer’s agents that are constantly looking for
properties for me that look good and have potential.
Example: Brian Stark, a member of our Maverick Mastermind Group,
will find every property that’s been on the market for 365+ days or
more and make a cash offer at 50% of the asking price subject to a
walk-through.

23.) Short Sale Investors & Agents
They focus on short sales and pre-foreclosures. Usually in these cases, the
home is listed and an offer is made, but it takes 3-4 months for the potential
buyer to hear back from the short sale lender and they walk away. This
happens multiple times until the asking price is heavily reduced – the sweet
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spot is properties that have been listed for at least 180 days because the agent
and seller are motivated to unload it.

24) 365 Days on the Market
Search all properties that have been on the market for a year or more and bid
50% of the asking price, subject to a walk-through of the home.

25) Expired Listings
Have a buyer’s agent pull all the listings on the MLS that are recently expired.
You can make an offer on every property that has an expired listing and
offer all-cash or knock on the door of the seller and let them know you are
interested in buying their property, will make an all-cash offer and can close in
a week.

26) Referrals
These can come from family, friends, business associates or your social
network. I have done over 25+ real estate deals with family or friends that
have referred me to others. You can use things like a bi-monthly newsletter,
e-mail marketing or direct mail pieces to keep you in the back of their minds
and have the conversation remain open. Rewarding referrals with a monetary
bonus when the deal closes is also a great incentive for them to keep their
eyes and ears open for you.

Do you like what you're learning so far? Click here to
purchase my secret "Flip System" Quick Start Class
to teach you how to flip your first house in no time!
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Letter Campaign to Centers of Influence
Here is an example of the actual letter I send to my network for referrals:
My name is Josh Cantwell and I am a full time professional real
estate investor and entrepreneur. I am interested in any buyers
you can refer me to who are qualified to obtain financing – they
could be retail buyers, owner-occupied buyers or investors. I would
also be interested in any sellers that need to get rid of properties. I
can pay the seller all cash and close in just 2 days. For your efforts,
I will pay you a $1,000 fee for either buyer or seller referrals.
Please call with questions at xxx-xxx-xxxx.

27) Real Estate Investor Associations (REIA)
Associations that you pay a small membership to be in that are informal
gatherings of real estate investors and vendors. Meetings should held
once a week or once a month at a local hotel, rec center or library. These
are a great place to meet other investors, agents, wholesalers, closing
attorneys, inspectors, contractors, etc. Just google “real estate investors
association in (insert city here)” and look under your city.
There is also REIClub.com, an online investor club you can join. Its run by
a friend of mine named Tim Randle and his joint venture manager, Tim
Chen.

28) Attorneys
Probate, General Practice, Real Estate and Divorce attorneys all have clients
who are going through divorces, bankruptcy, etc. They know of properties
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that are off the market with little to no competition.

29) Mortgage Brokers & Bankers
They are in real estate full time as lenders and regularly get leads from
sellers who are looking to refinance, but can’t because they have bad credit.
Brokers can make a marketing fee for introducing you to their lead, so it’s a
win for everyone!

30) Land Bank
Communities like Cleveland, OH or other rust belt cities or cities with blight,
have properties that are abandoned. Some counties set up a land bank
which takes over these abandoned properties and sells them to investors for
a very low cost. These properties are owned by someone or a bank and are
donating to a land bank who receive the properties for free. The land bank
usually allocates about $7-10K to demo properties, so they try to sell some
of the properties since they don’t have enough money to demolish them all.
Case Study: Another one of my Maverick Mastermind partners, Jack
Petrick finds rental properties in communities like Garfield Heights,
Ohio that he purchases. He recently bought one from a land bank
for $5,000 and will rent it for around $950 a month. He has seen
properties sell for as low as $4K if there’s no interest. He advises
that many of the homes are scheduled for demo, so his strategy is
purchase, rehab and either sell at market value or hold and rent.
There are 197 land banks over the United States. Visit a website called
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Center for Community Progress to learn more about turning vacant
properties into thriving communities. You can also find your local land bank
from this site as well.

31) Code Violations
Each city has a building department that keeps a running list of buildings with
code violations. The list should be public record, so you can call your city
building department and see if they will share it with you. These properties
could have anything from simple code violations to major ones, like fire
damage.

32) Sellers/Past Clients
Once a deal closes, the seller’s opinion of you will never be higher. Make sure
to ask them to keep you in mind for referrals or introductions in the future.

Paid, Online Resources - Software
33) RealeFlow
This is another way to purchase lists. Realeflow is a company
I founded that you can pay a monthly subscription fee for
and offers ten different types lists you can export. It also
offers an inbound marketing strategy that works for new and
experienced investors to deliver leads and increase profit. You
can get a free one year membership if you’re a student in one
of our high-end coaching programs.
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34) Freedomsoft
FreedomSoft is another software that is the self-proclaimed
first-ever self-contained real estate buying and selling
machine. It supplies sellers, gives you cash buyers, analyzes
leads, tells you how much each is worth and what you should
offer and reports on your business. You can sign up for a free
on month trial.

35) FindMotivatedSellersNow
FINDMotivatedSellersNOW is probably most consistent
with the best data and lists other than USLeadLists. It is a
software that allows you to search for the high equity, vacant
properties in your area and quickly send them direct mail
without ever stuffing a single envelope yourself. It costs
$1,495 up front and then $99 per year after that.
Example: Chris Seder has used FindMotivatedSellersNOW extensively
and has wholesaled at least 20 properties using their lists.

36) Connected Investor 3.0
Connected Investor 3.0 is a software that allows you to connect
with off-market properties, investors and funding. It costs
$1,497 upfront to purchase.
Done-For-You Motivated Seller Lead Generators
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37) zBuyer.com
zBuyer.com was originally designed solely for investors, but
their volume grew so quickly they opened their doors to
anyone interested in the real estate market. They generate
quality home sellers and buyers at an affordable fee.
Case Study: My friend Chris Seder who I mentioned above found a great
property on zBuyer.com, the seller was asking for $100,000 and he knew
based on the area it was in, after repairs it could be worth between $170180,000. It took him about a month and a half to close on the property because
there was an old lien that needed to be cleaned up, but he officially purchased it
at the end of March this year. He paid $100K and is putting around $30K worth
of work into it and plans to sell it at the end of May for around $175K. After
closing costs, it should profit him about $30-35K!
Below is a screen shot of the property Chris bought on Phyllis Circle North in
Billings, MT:
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38) HouseBuyerNetwork.com
HouseBuyerNetwork.com is similar to zBuyer, you can pay
a small fee and sign up to receive real leads for home sellers
who want to sell their home quickly and effectively.
Another one of my buddies, Scott Miller, owns a real estate brokerage and
is a real estate investor out of Bellevue, Washington. He subscribes to
zBuyer.com and HouseBuyerNetwork.com and uses them extensively to
find great leads.
Larry Kite, an investor from the Atlanta, GA market also uses both of these
resources and has a lot of positive things to say about both.

Paid, Offline Resources - Direct Mail
39) YellowLetters.com
YellowLetters.com is a site where you can create direct marketing created
for investors and brokers. They provide mailing lists, yellow letters and
postcards, bandit postcards, etc. to fit all your needs. Pricing starts as low as
.40 per postcard including postage.
We recently sent 1,700 mailers, over half to the wrong zip codes, but still
we got 40 phone calls and ended up buying three houses from it!
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An example of what a yellow letter might look like is below:

To learn how to get your deals funded using NONE of your
own cash or credit, register for my free master class here.
Here are two post card examples below are from my buddy, Chris Seder, who
is part of our Maverick Mastermind group. The first example is a probate post
card:
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40) YellowLettersComplete
YellowLettersComplete.com is another real estate marketing site where you can
purchase yellow letters that are hand addressed and mailed for you.

41) Click2Mail
Click2Mail provides Web browser-based tools for creating, personalizing and
proofing mail pieces and for acquiring, building and managing mailing lists. Their
system is cloud-based and does everything for not much more than the cost of
postage alone.

Lists

Remember, you never, ever want to do a direct mail campaign to less 1,000-1,500
leads and mail to them AT LEAST 3 times.
The lists to purchase from any of these below sources in order are Absentee Vacant
Free & Clear, the second list would be the Inheritance/Probate and the third would
be the Pre-foreclosure or Notice of Default List coupled with Absentee High Equity.

42) USLeadList
USLeadList.com is a site that creates a direct mail list that targets specific
homeowners that are older, have equity and are in a position to sell or invest.

43) Listability
Listability.com provides consumer mailing lists and business mailing lists.
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44) Melissa Data
MelissaData.com also provides direct mail lists and software to measure and
analyze data.

45) Mega.RealtyTrak.com
Mega.RealtyTrak.com helps improve your marketing campaigns with the most
highly-targetable leads. It gives you online access to the most current real
estate property information nationwide.

46) ListSource
ListSource.com is our favorite place to buy lists from. ListSource is your
source for property, homeowner and demographic-based leads. You can create
highly targeted homeowner direct marketing lead lists to speak directly to the
audience you are trying to reach.

47) Notice of Default List
You can also contact the local court house and get a Notice of Default list. You
can receive this list in real-time – foreclosures were posted yesterday and you
can access the list today.

48) Driving Neighborhoods
Look for properties with tall grass, mail piled up, unshoveled snow or eviction
notices on the door and write down the address to look up the property owner
on the county auditor website. Try calling or sending a postcard to the owner.
If you can’t get ahold of them or the card comes back undeliverable, use TLO.
com to skip trace the owner.
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49) Wholesalers
Anyone doing bandit signs, Craigslist or penny saver ads – contact them
and see if they have any inventory. Ask if they will send you their list, go
visit any properties that look to be a good deal and pay them a referral fee.
Wholesalers will often e-mail broadcast out their properties, so make sure
to get on the e-mail broadcast list of all the wholesalers.

50) Billboards
Create an eye-catching sign with an easy to remember phone number
and website. A good example of this is a previous employer of mine,
Homevesters. Their slogan is “We Buy Ugly Houses.”

51) Permanent Objects Near High Traffic Areas
There is a local company in my area that pays a small monthly fee and rents
a semi-trailer with their company name, logo, phone number and website
on it. The trailer is visible from both sides of the street on the highway, so it
sees a ton of traffic.

52) Magnetic Car Signs/Bumper Stickers
Purchase these for your vehicle, but as I said above, make sure to acquire
an easy to remember phone number or website.

53) Bandit Signs
These are smaller variations of the common billboard – place in the yards of
vacant/foreclosed/bank owned houses and on busy street corners or other
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high traffic areas. Map a route and place on Fridays around 6pm then pick them
back up on Sunday around 8pm. Acquire an easy to remember phone number
and/or website like 555-BUY-QUIK and use a short slogan like “Sell Your House
Fast for Cash!”
Try using EZsigns, signsonthecheap or banditsigns to get pricing.

54) Flyers
Same as the business cards, offer a monetary bonus to anyone who refers you
to a property you close on and leave them at local stores, gyms, body shops,
restaurants – anywhere that has a cork board and allows the public to post.
Create the front side of the flyer for attracting sellers and the backside for
attracting buyers.

55) Business Cards
Leave them everywhere you go and offer a monetary bonus to anyone who
refers you to a property that you close on. Give your contractor a stack of your
cards to hand out.

Other Resources
Cell Phone Capture Software
These services are for when someone calls your office through the cell phone
capture software, their number is captured and you can call or text them back to
follow-up. You can use the software Realeflow as I mentioned above for this.
There is also Buyersonfire.com, which is a software program my friend John
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Cochran founded. You should use a software like this when you send a direct
mail piece so you can capture the information of people calling in response to
your mailer.
You should also have a “money phone,” which is a phone dedicated to leads, so
that whenever it rings, you know it’s a motivated seller or buyer.

Phone Answering Services
You can use Google Voice or a service like PATLive to never miss an
opportunity to speak with a motivated seller or buyer.
PATLive offers 24-hour live support and typically 90% of calls are answered
within 20 seconds. Their answering center is located in the U.S. and they have
no contracts. It starts as low as $12.95 per month to get this set-up. Many of
my Mastermind students use PATlive because they will speak to the lead, use
your provided script and then e-mail you a description of the lead to follow-up.

Comps
Comps are needed to support and justify the after-repair value. MLS can be
used to have your realtor pull a current competitive market analysis or use an
IDX site.
You can also use realquest, an all-encompassing property and ownership
search engine or haines, the real estate criss-cross directory. There is also
eppraisal.com which is a free real estate and home value site that aggregates
data on recent home sales, neighborhoods and local market data to help you in
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your real estate search. You can also try Redfin.com which is simple to use, but it
is not in every market.
One other site is collateralDNA.com that allows you do a full Current Market
Analysis (CMA) for $6 if you don’t have access to the MLS.
TLO.com
TLO.com provides people searches that are designed to get you the exact
information you need, even if you only have partial source data. You can search
using phonetic name spelling, location radius or age range. You can pay a flat
rate based on how many transactions you purchase or purchase on a per search
basis.

Houzz
Houzz.com is basically a Pinterest for real estate and allows you to virtually
create the home you’ve always wanted.

WeGoLook
If you’re a virtual investor, out of town or just want a third party to look at your
property for you, you can use wegolook.com and send someone to do a site
inspection for you.

Want to learn more? Click here to purchase my secret
"Flip System" Quick Start Class to teach you how to
flip your first house in no time!
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Wrap-Up
After investing in real estate for over 10 years and flipping 685+ properties,
these are some of the resources we are using right now to locate new
properties, find motivated sellers, automate our business and make things
simple and easy. Of course, you can’t use all of these at once.
If I were moving to a new market and was just starting in real estate there, here
is exactly what I would do. I would begin by looking at HomePath, HomeSteps,
HudHomeStore and Auction.com. If you do not have access to the MLS,
definitely check out Zillow and Realtor.com as well. Make sure you download
these sites apps, so if you’re driving around and see a possible property of
interest, you can easily look it up.
I would also suggest to find a motivated buyer’s agent - you can do this by
calling a local real estate office on a Saturday or Sunday morning to see who’s
working the floor. You could also walk into any open house and just sign up.
Whoever is holding that open house will contact you and you can discuss other
properties and what you are looking for from there.
The letter campaign I mentioned above under referrals is something I would
send out right away to my whole network, along with checking the local land
bank. I would also make sure I had business cards and fliers printed (we are
currently using VistaPrint for these services).
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Another thing I would do is google “investment properties for sale in (fill in city)” to try
and figure out who the wholesalers are. One of our Master’s Elite members is a guy
named Mike Cantrell who lives in Austin, TX, but invests in St. Louis, MO and uses
wholesalers to find his properties for him.
Driving neighborhoods would also be something I would do right away and create a
spreadsheet of all the vacant properties I find. Then you can look up the owners on the
County Auditors website and send them a We Buy Houses post card. A 1,000 post card
campaign for the next three months would definitely be something to do right away
and send to a list from listsource.com. Then I would get myself a phone number from
BuyersonFire and get a money phone to make sure never to miss a hot lead.
Lastly, I would memorize and utilize the Automated Offer Formula. If you are living in
a highly appreciating market, you can go up to 70% instead of 65%. Following these
suggestions are a great place to start and I can’t wait to hear your success stories in the
future.

Visit us at http://www.strategicrealestatecoach.
com/get-funding/ to sign up for more valuable tips,
tricks and advice.
Follow us on social media for even more updates and let us know which tips worked for
you!
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Another thing I would do is google “investment properties for sale in (fill in city)” to try
I’d like to personally thank my highest level coaching and consulting clients for their
and figure out who the wholesalers are. One of our Master’s Elite members is a guy
input in this “55 Ways” report. Thanks for your feedback, input and hard work in
named Mike Cantrell who lives in Austin, TX, but invests in St. Louis, MO and uses
the field. I’m making this report a high valued asset for many new, intermediate and
wholesalers to find his properties for him.
advanced investors to learn these methods and have successful real estate investing
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UGHES,
KEITH
spreadsheet
of PATRICIA
all the vacant properties I find. ThenALLEN,
you can
look up the owners on the
MICHAEL
SMITH, MICHAEL
County MELOVICH,
Auditors website
and send them a We Buy Houses
post card. A 1,000 post card
MILLER, DEE

SEDER, CHRIS

RICHARDSON, MATTHEW

SIEVERS, DAVID

MYLOTTE, RICHARD

WIAFE, DANIEL

WALKER, LISA

SAAD, SALLY

YEN, FRANNY

MARSHALL, CHRISTIANE

campaign for the next three months would definitely be something to do right away
and send to a list from listsource.com. Then I would get myself a phone number from
BuyersonFire and get a money phone to make sure never to miss a hot lead.
Lastly, I BAKALAR,
would memorize
Offer Formula.
If you are living in
MICHAELand utilize the AutomatedCANTWELL,
MARK
PATRICIA market, you can go up to 70%PACKER,
a highlyRAY,
appreciating
instead ERIC
of 65%. Following these
KESAVANATHAN,
THUSHYANTHI
(SANTHI)
NEILL,
MIKE
suggestions
are a great place
to start and
I can’t wait
to hear
your success stories in the

future.

HUMPHRIES, ALVIN

BANNER, JILL

JOHNSTON, MICHAEL J

TILLACK, MATHEW

MCDERMOTT, PATRICK

MANCUSO, DARREN

CANTRELL, MICHAEL

PETRICK, JACK

Visit us at http://www.strategicrealestatecoach.
PETRAKOS, LISA
SHERMAN, RALPH
com/get-funding/
to sign up for
more
valuable tips,
LULKOSKI,
TIM
STARK,
BRIAN
tricks and
advice.
HEININGER,
MARK
& SHARON
LYTLE, GLENN
LUTHER,
PHILLIP
EDGAR,
Follow us
on social
media for even more updates and
let usKARSON
know which tips worked for

you!

SHELTON, STEVEN M

BLABEY, BILL

BOROWSKI, WAYNE

FUTRYK, DAVID M

BOYD, JASON

SCHMIDT,GEORGE /MURROW,JODY

MOYA, ANTHONY

DAVIS, JIMMY

KIM, DK

VAN KAMPEN, SCOTT

GARIFO, KYLE
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